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About This Game

Use your own force of gravity to pass, seemingly impassable levels! This is a real hardcore for fans of difficult levels and true
competition. You will go through each of these levels and prove to everyone what you can do?

Features:
- Hardcore

- Stylish graphics
- Driving music

- Various locations
- And even the bosses have
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Great mix of roguelike and squad based strategy. Unique setting and mechanics for a zombie game. Love the art style and the
music is very enjoyable and gives a nice tone. Very polished with no crashes or issues so far. Has that addictive "one more
turn\/mission". Glad I found this hidden gem.. It's better than most sword fighting weapons I see.
The price is not expensive. I support you.. excellent game. I've always loved tycoon games and this one of the best I've played in
a while. I played it for 3 hours and I'm done. Such a short game...
I thought it wasn't that short.
A bit disappointed about that.. This was a great game, and a nice swan song for whatever game engine Jeff's been using for his
games for quite some time. To be honest, I don't need a newer game engine, but as there's always a group of "get w/ the times"
RPG'ers out there, I guess he decided to try something new for the future. I have played the original 6 Avernum games, and now
the 3 first remakes including this one, and they definitely just get better. So I'm sad we don't appear to have 4-6 on the horizon
for remakes.

More to the point of a review, if you like a big, mostly-sandbox type turn-based RPG, this will scratch an itch or two. There's
different difficulty settings for those who care for that (I've done both Normal and Hard for this long game). Some really nice
gear if you're patient (and even the ability to upgrade artifacts, which is awesome), a huge variety of enemies and optional
encounters, and a steady feeling of accomplishment as you tame the world. Some humor mixed in w/ the grim story, and
challenges a-plenty. I would recommend checking in on the Spiderweb Software forums for those who want to optimize (min-
max and that kind of thing) their builds and learn many of the secrets you could easily miss in a 1st playthrough.
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Sunday night is going to be: Stick Fight, Treadnaughts and this.

That's our party sorted.. It's a good game. It reminds me of the early champ manager games. I just get screen freeze after my 7th
or 8th game?
It's the 3rd time now and, I have to turn my computer off to end the game.

Ok Forever Young Games how do I send you my saved game?. This couldve been a very good mobile game..... This game is
honestly not the greatest in the world nore the best. It does a lot of things right, but has few things wrong with it. Here is a list of
the what I find to be Pros and Cons in the game.

Pros!

The detail in this game is very nice. The small details in the world make it fun to look at it and explore.

The animotronics in the game have good models and good details in them.

The scares in this game are pretty good, sadly though they do get a tad old after about a hour or two of gameplay.

Cons!

There is some optimization issues in places of the game. So exspect some frame rate loss in areas.

I found it very hard to get the jist of the story because it is told through notes you find throughout the game, but with how
persistant the animatronics are it is hard to search for the notes.

The voice acting could be better but it is a hole lot better than it was on release.

Over all this game is not to bad, but there is definatly room for improvment. I have to give this game a 6.5\10 though I do
recommend you give it a try it is still terrifying!
. Wow... I don't write a lot of reviews for games but this one is by far SO bad that I would say don't even play it if it's free.

There's so much wrong here so let's start with the basics and work our way from there:

Firstly, the game itself crashes between every level. It crashes when you die and try to play the level again. It shows error
message after error message in the middle of levels. It crashes when you shoot too much stuff in one level. It crashes with pretty
much anything you do. So that in itself should deter you from getting this game as you can't even play it like a regular game.

Secondly, the battle system. It has a very basic old style rpg shooter battle system. You just go around and shoot things by
clicking. You're given a nice startup gun which you can upgrade to be a little better. The battle system is so simple that I kind of
feel like a little kid pointing and clicking at things. You get to get a life pack, which renews every time you die so you only
really need three max in your inventory because they come right back afterwards. They are SUPPOSED to automatically be
used when you run out of life. Although one of the fun glitches is that if you run out of armor sometimes a life pack will be used
just for the hell of it and revive 3 HP.

Thirdly, the dreaded inventory system. I like the idea behind it, I've seen it before, it makes sense. You are given an amount of
space to drag and drop things. You can only fit what you need in that space so you need to make sure you use it carefully.
Problem is this: you must be carrying a gun at all times. This would be no problem if it let me just take guns out and put one in
and only show me the warning when I am trying to start the game without a gun. But no that's not the case. The gun takes up a
good 50-70% of your beginning inventory space. You can see very fast how this would be a major problem if the game requires
you put a gun in before you can take one out. You usually need to sell everything in your inventory in order to fit a gun in to
swap out. This is very inconvenient if you don't enjoy spending 5-10 minutes between every level to rearrange your inventory.
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Fourth, the store. After every level (or when you die) you get to rearrange your inventory and it has a handy store on the side to
buy things and drag to your inventory. The glitches here are fairly minor but still not what I expect any game regardless of
release stage to have. For one, if you don't buy the second gun, you can't buy the third gun. It doesn't warn you at all about this.
In fact, if you try to buy the third gun it will say you can buy it and then you click and you won't see anything happen. I found
out myself you must buy all guns before the gun you want to buy in order to actually buy it.
The store lets you upgrade your guns and armor, as I said previously, for a price (of course). Problem is, this "price" is more of a
general guideline. By that I mean it depends on what glitch you are fortunate enough to have at the moment of buying upgrades
(and trust me you are guaranteed at LEAST one glitch at any given time). That being said, I'll explain: Let's say I just bought
myself a laser gun. I had never owned a laser gun. This gun tells me it costs 20 "mints" to upgrade per time. I don't have said
mints. Therefore, I go to the next level, get some mints, and come to upgrade the gun. I get back to this inventory\/store page
and go to upgrade my gun. Except this time it's only 5 mints to upgrade. That's really convenient! So I go crazy on the upgrades
(thinking I'm paying 5 mints per upgrade). By the time I'm ready to upgrade the next thing I realized it charged me 10 mints per
upgrade. Why is that? I have no idea.

Fifth, the storyline. Okay okay I understand it's an intro game or whatever the storyline isn't a major issue. Liklihood is you just
are here to shoot stuff so skip the story. Either way, I have to say the pictures of people on bad backgrounds that make this look
like it belongs in some 1990's era $0.50 game from the garbage bin makes me feel a little cheated. Least they could do when
they release a game is give it SOME storyline with SOME kind of graphics, not some crappy posted picture a guy took of
himself on a cell phone.

Sixth, (I can't believe you read this far and haven't already told yourself you don't wanna buy the game but whatever. There's
more stuff to be said), the battle system (AGAIN!). Yes, I know I've already talked about the battle system but this time I'm
gonna talk about the reactions of the things you are actually fighting: The robots. So these "super artificially intelligent" robots
are about as intelligent as a two year old with a laser on it's head. They stop following you the second they lose a line of sight. I
mean they will flat out just stop if you go behind a car. It's that easy. Just step behind a car and they stop. And they move at the
speed of like... idk... 0.001 miles per hour. They're just hella slow lemme just put it that way. So escaping them is really no big
deal.
These robots also don't really have a great idea of what "line of sight" means either cause sometimes they won't see you but you
definitely can shoot them. This is great when you just hide behind a car and sneak around the corner, and shoot them till they
die with no retaliation whatsoever.
The robots are also VERY basic. There is no fancy anything about it. No special place to hit them or things to do to really
destroy one robot but not another. It's just flat out shoot and kill. And while some robots have a little more.. mobility and can hit
you faster, most of them are easily taken down by just circling like a shark and shooting. It's something anyone 6 years old and
up can do.

All in all what I'm trying to say is buying this game is a HUGE waste. I feel more sorry that I had to take time out of my life to
download this game and try to play it and have to make a huge review based off of what I played in less than 30 minutes than the
price. I guess if you still are thinking about this game after this review then go for it, buy it, waste your time, you'll be in the
same place I am now and think "wow did I really just waste my time doing this stuff". Please just save your time and money and
go somewhere else. There are no improvements to this game. It's so far down that no one can save it. It would be cheaper to just
scratch the whole thing and start a new game. Something tells me whoever made this probably stayed up one night making some
cheap game and thought "this is how I am going to make money" and then releases it. It's really just sad, don't take the effort..
The Price of Freedom is a short narrative experience that places you into the role of an assassin trying to eliminate an outspoken
enemy. What happens over the next 15 minutes is a complete mindtrip. With HTC Vive, the experience feels flawless.

I want more.. Well worth the money, Super easy to use and the output is great. Would recommend to anyone.. Dont hesitate and
buy. hello first i suffered a head trauma in 2004 so excuse the spelling grammar issue . I have all the small DLC's I got this one
the other day when it went on sale since to complete the collection get 50% off .
I see a few people complaining about all defense battles . I am into about 4-5 battles . I missed a Russian power of 1 take a
objective and lost the battle sending me to Italy lucky I learned early on save every 5 turns or before a major try at something I
reloaded and now going on attack.
About the defense game It is at a point in the war where Germany could do nothing but try to hold them back this game is not
nor was designed to change history in a big way . I have about 25 hours into these 4-5 battles at 7.50 bucks already got monies
worth
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some glitches but trust me the dev's will fix them.
I have beta tested or played certain sections before they came out for public .I still pay for the game get maybe 20% off
If you have played the Germans from the start learned the pros of the game built up a great core by now . you will enjoy the
game counter strke when can I saved and built 4 para squads with 4-5 stars over the game and have used them to do a deep drop
or special shore up troops w\/o a truck giving a extra unit .
I sugest if new to the game start with early Blitz first this will be defensive in nature . Their are other games that you can play to
"change History" and Germany wins this is not that game only lets you pro long the end or so far I see they added a Nuke button
plane not there yet
I say yes complete the 3-4 dlc's leading to this get her on sale and don't cry if you are not attacking every battle

I am wondering what the next project will be , also if you lose you go to Italy there is a cheat to win or extend the turns to
complete the mission so going to see if I will stay in russia if I keep wining since I saved the italy mission separate
Buy it enjoy playing a part of History and Not changing it or deleting it simply because you wannted a different outcome

Bob C
Aka Crazy Bear USA
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